Student Update

Updates for Wednesday:
August 19, 2020
Distance Learning In Session

School is in session for Distance Learning. **Students are not scheduled for Zoom attendance check-in meetings today.**

As scheduled, all students will continue to work through Distance Learning by completing the Schoology Student Training Modules. Students are being asked to complete Modules 1-3 to the best of their ability. There is no current due date attached to these modules to allow all students to be able to complete them considering the impact the fires are having on our community.

Updates for Thursday:
August 20, 2020
Students will enter their Zoom Attendance Check in Meetings as “revised” and posted on the Grade Level tabs on the Activities page on the website.

- 8:30 - 9:30 am Check-in per class schedule (originally planned for 8:30-9:30am Tuesday)
- 9:45 - 10:45 am Check-in per class schedule (originally planned for 8:30-9:30am Thursday)

Remember: Students can find their orientation schedules for the week @ [www.numiners.com](http://www.numiners.com), “Activities” tab, and then the “Grade Level Activities and Information” tab.

Textbook/Chromebook Distribution:
We will continue to follow the scheduled Textbook/Chromebook distribution schedule posted on the website. We will ask students and families to drive to the Wrestling Gym lot and stay in their vehicles. This way we will be able to keep everyone safe, people can stay in air conditioned vehicles. We will have staff directing 3 students at a time to J207 textbook room to pick up their supplies. **Students must be wearing a mask.** Students who need a Chromebook can get one during Textbook pickup this week. Please follow same procedure above. We will work with all students to make sure everyone is prepared and caught up in the coming weeks.